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November , 2006, is now called to order.
Committee Mr. Pontanilla, VB.BB'.''''''' Members
Johnson, Council Chair Hokama.
Members, we have one individual signed up to testify this morning. Before going into
testimony the Chair would also like to recognize the Administration. With us this
morning we have with us Mr. Don Couch, good morning. And also from Corporation
Counsel Ed Kushi, Jr., and our Committee Staff. This morning we have Gayle Revels
and we have Ms. Bantilan. Thank you very much, ladies.
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The first individual, the only individual signed up to testify with us is Mr. Stuart. Mr.
Stuart you'll be provided three minutes to testify, and a minute to conclude. And my
apologies if you can please introduce yourself on the microphone. (chuckled)
... BEGINNING OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY ...
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Yes, I will. Good morning, Members and Chair. My name is Stuart
Funke-d'Egnuff, and I am the Executive Director of Tri-Isle Resource Conservation
Development Council Inc.
My purpose for testifying this morning, aside from previous testimony, has been that
Tri-Isle and Na Kupuna 0 Maui are still interested in obtaining the license and lease to
occupy and utilize the building in Lahaina. At this point in time again we're still unsure
of what the overall cost of upgrades. They obviously going to be quite a bit. Heretofore
there's been about six years ago there was only minimal damage that needed to be fixed,
and during the last six years the building has had quite a bit of abuse both from the
weather and also from certain individuals. There ... as I understand it the County did
have a new inspection. I have not seen that inspection report, but I hear that it
was ... did come back to the County. In addition to that as I understand it there's
probably going to be a need for a asbestos/pest inspection that I don't know whether that
has been done or not. It's our intent to, to assist in the process of obtaining grants,
obtaining funding to have this building upgraded and put back into use. At this point in
time, as previous meetings mentioned, it is not our intention to come back to the Council
and say hi, there Council. Now that you've given us entry, we'd like you to pay for the
whole thing. It is not our intention to do that. It's our intention to find grant funding
outside of the County level. Because it is a building that could potentially be on the
National Historic Register and also because it is going to be Hawaiian artifact repository,
there are funding organizations both at the historic level, as well as librarian associations
and etcetera. And so do we have any those grants place? No, we don't. Those are
not physically place. We
want to move
one, what is
going to cost,
we go out
the
process

'V>.JlL1.L",-'-.

MATEO: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Yeah, Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Stuart, because you know one of the conditions we actually
move forward with the resolution last time just also asking for an update on that
inspection. So even though you haven't been able to examine the full result of the
inspection, if I understand you correctly irrespective of that you would still wanna
proceed anyway because you, you have ... I know Na Kupuna has the passion to
continue with this process. So is that-MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Yeah-2
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --what I'm hearing?
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: It is still our intention to do that. As we get down the road if we find
out it's $25 billion and it's a bad decision, you know, we may have to come back to the
Council and say Council, we made a bad decision, but at this point in time we think that
that building is valuable enough to move forward in partnership with the County and, and
any other funding organizations. And again I stress that I'm not going to be immediately
coming back to the Council for next year' 07 -' 08 budget.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Would you be able then to do some of these
evaluations? 'Cause I know you're gonna have to assess the condition you'll have to get
your own inspection team out there to do estimates, would you still be working with the
Administration then for right of entry to be able to get in there and do that?
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much, Stuart.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional questions? Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Just a question, please, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Hokama, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Oops, excuse me. Sir, thank you very much for your
comments this morning. Do you have a financial ceiling in your organization's mind that
would be pretty much the borderline of whether or not you proceed forward or not?
We
established ... (coughed) ... excuse me.
one
IS '"'v .....,,"'.
at it as under a
you
a
necessarily a roadblock. Larger
that, if you're talking 5, 10
money, and we're not necessarily ... I mean it doesn't necessarily decrease our passion
to get it done. It just has us look from a viability point of view. I mean Tri-Isle does
have a number of proj ects that we are currently working on for "x" number of dollars. So
I don't wanna directly tie it to dollars and cents. However, there is a ... from my point
of view a common sense point at wherever you go it's not a good idea.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I understand your response very well. I was hoping that you
have, might have had some preliminary indicators of potential funding sources that might
have given you some type of ballpark estimate that you might be able to access "x"
amount of dollars either through Federal program, foundation funds, other types of
3
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nonprofit grants, donations of what might be your, your ability to move forward and
perform for this particular request.
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Yeah, my, my ... from my experience in dealing with funders, it is
often very difficult until they see a budget, until they see a something, until a cost for
them to commit at any level. Right now Tri-Isle has approximately 63 grants for 6.1
million. We've been successful in obtaining grants at both the Federal, State, and County
level. We anticipate the same thing to continue so therefore I don't feel overwhelmed by
the fact that there's some funding search to do. However, funders have not come forward
with a commitment or even a letter of intent.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Is it part of your consideration of potential funding sources
and since Na Kupuna expresses a strong participation in the project that consideration
through potential OHA funds or other types of specific-MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --type of funding would be considered-MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --to assist?
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Very definitely OHA, very definitely the EPA. There is some
Brownfield money, very definitely the Library Association at the Federal level. There
are some that have been identified but not necessarily approached and, you know, we also
could add on HTA on that because it will be a public use facility.
COUNCILMEMBER

you,

MR.

MATEO:

you. Members, additional questions?

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I got one.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Good morning, Stuart.
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Good morning.
4
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: In regards to the funding, the grants that you're gonna go after
would you say that some of 'em would require matching funds?
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: And those matching funds would come from ... ?
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: In-kind normally.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Primarily there are, there's some funding sources at some of the
levels that do require "x" amount of dollars in the matching, but there are also quite a
number of grants that will accept in-kind as dollars.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional questions? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Just to follow up, Stuart then because there's been a value
placed on the value of the lease of that building roughly $45,000, then that would also be
looked at as an in-kind contribution from the County that you would then be able to at
least approach other institutions for matching funds?
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF: Yeah. I can't use County for County or State for State, but I can use
County for State, and County for Federal.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you.

CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Funke-d'Egnuffwas the only individual signed up to testify this morning.
If there is any ... anyone in the gallery wishing to testify you are welcome to do so at
this time. Okay, seeing no one approaching, Members, with no objections we will close
public testimony at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
5
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... CLOSE PUBLIC TESTIMONY ...

HHS-10

GRANT OF LICENSE OF COUNTY PROPERTY TO TRI-ISLE
RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL,
INC (CC No. 05-311)

CHAIR MATEO: On our agenda this morning, the first item is Housing and Human Services
10, a grant of license of County property to Tri-Isle Resource Conservation and
Development Council, Inc. Members, the Committee met first on March 13 th on the
request, on that request and the item was deferred then, and was again heard on July 20th .
During the meeting of July 20th , after discussion the Committee moved the resolution
forward with the understanding that an updated inspection would be required of the
facility, and as of August we have received a copy of that inspection and each of us have
it in our binders, and I'm sure we had a chance to take a look at the updated status of the
building. We have with us this morning, Members, representing the Administration we
have Mr. Couch, and Mr. Couch will be providing an update for us and be able to
respond to whatever questions the Committee has, and the Chair would also like to note
that Ms. Lee is not able to be with us this morning due to other prior family engagements.
So Mr. Couch, if you can open up your ... with comments on the inspection report.
MR. COUCH: Thank you, Chair. As you have in your, in your documentation there's a lot of
stuff that needs to be done. The big comment is it's in dire need of repairs. One of the
things that I wanted to mention is that you had asked last time I believe for the status of
whether or not it was on the National Registry of Historic Places it is not, and at one time
it may have been nominated a long time ago, but it is not even on a nomination list now.
We, we can go through that process as Mr. Funke-d'Egnuff suggested and
getting it
on the National Registry of Historic Places be eligible
a
bit more for Federal
Right now
... we
started
process because
do
we will
somehow to fixing it
through
we. . .
says
seriously consider other alternatives,
electrical, a
plumbing,
roof is totally bad.
not
gone,
almost
It is a lot of work and we went through the building with Mr. Funke-d'Egnuffand Aunty
Patty and several other people, and they are well aware of, of the deteriorating conditions,
and we're hoping to get going as quickly as possible just because the more it deteriorates
the more it, it's gonna cost. But another thing that's very important, the building should
be completely rewired ... and we weren't even able to get a couple of places because the
doors have been nailed shut. Existing plumbing fixtures are still intact, but I believe
they're ... they need to be replaced with galvanized iron pipes because I would imagine
there's a lot of lead in the pipe that is there now. Aside from that, aside from it falling
down, it's in pretty bad shape but we ... it is a very historic building. I actually invite
6
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any of the Members to go through it at anytime, we have the key, with a hard hat.
There's some really neat, historical stuff in there.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Couch. Members, questions for Mr. Couch? Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Thank you for the update on the status
regarding the Na ... , National Registry, Mr. Couch. Is there anything you can share as
regards to the State Historic Registry whether or not it has been considered, it's part of
the current State Registry ... ?
MR. COUCH It is not, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Okay.
Prior to the County reCeIVIng I guess the
responsibility of this facility, would you know if the previous owner, Pioneer Mill,
Amfac, did appropriate documentation since It IS a over 50-year-old building, and
whether or not that is sufficient for us to now move ahead without additional
documentary requirements?
MR. COUCH: I'm not quite sure what kind of documentation you're looking for.
Historic ... Historic--

The

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: For historic purpose, because anything we do I would
assume, unless counsel Kushi can share additional comment, you know, anything over 50
years old in the State of Hawaii goes through some sort of historical review from I
believe SHPDA-MR. COUCH: SHPDA and the Cultural Resources-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

--through Department
Natural Resource
Resource Commission, I was wondering if
of those

COUCH:
you, Mr.
process
start
a
permit to do something to the building and
that process would start. Just for the sale
of the building as far as I know they don't go through that process until ... if there's a
demolition permit or permit to repair, then that's when it starts that process.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. When we receive the title and responsibility of this
property and this facility, were there any restrictions placed on that title regarding
potential use or activities that would either be permitted or prohibited?
MR. COUCH: I have not seen that title. We received that title sometime in ... between '98 and
2002 I believe. I've not seen the actual title.
7
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Couch--

Okay.

At this point regarding the latest inspection, Mr.

MR. COUCH: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --are there some preliminary cost estimates on how to
address some of the concerns that the Administration is now aware of in a much more
clearer picture?
MR. COUCH: Well, our inspectors basically all they said is the building could be saved but it
would be costly. They didn't put a dollar amount on it and I'm certainly not a person that
can do that. We sent out individual inspectors, plumbing, electrical, and structural. We
would have to get somebody who was a contractor would go ... would be able to do a
cost estimate on it, and I think that's what Mr. Funke-d'Egnuffwas going to work on.
And . . . oh, I did wanna mention one other thing. They are, they already . . . I think
Councilmember Johnson asked the question was about the right of entry. They have a
right of entry for inspection.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Couch. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional questions? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Don, would you, you know, after the I guess the process
continues a little bit more, would you then wish that we initiate the nomination for
Historic Registry either at the State or at the Federal level, or would that be something
that you would work with the Na Kupuna on?
MR.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, great.
I
too
because he has a
of documentation through the Lahaina Restoration Foundation
regard to a lot of the historic buildings that I believe being one of them that would be
another possible resource. So I really appreciate your working with them. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional questions. Thank you. So, Mr. Couch, then
listening to Mr. . . . or Stuart's testimony and your comments then in your own
discussions that you had, it is apparent that both sides are willing to . . . one side is
willing to accept the building as is and Administration is willing to give them the
building as is or lease them the building as is.
8
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MR. COUCH: Give them a license to occupy and repair the building, yes.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you. So to Corporation Counsel, because based on the
inspection report there are certain issues that could be considered, health issues with
potential asbestos, with galvanized pipes which will ... could provide lead in water and
potential mold and just the structural questioning of the integrity of the building, for us to
knowingly turn over a facility of this type with those conditions are we exempt from any
exposure in tenns of liability?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, the license was set up such that the licensee or in this case Tri-Isle
takes it as is, where is, how is. In the license agreement it does specifically recite a
previous, a previous inspection report. Our office would recommend that it be updated to
include this latest inspection report by the County, but the overall global question that
you addressed is that ... of course the County would have ... it's always exposed, but
again we would have a bona fide defense in that it was upfront known by the licensee that
they take it as is.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
MR. KUSHI: And based on the representations made by the licensee's agent this morning, they
know what they're getting.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you very much. Members, once again, this first item HHS-IO
was strictly infonnational, providing infonnation to the Committee based on our
requested follow up on an updated inspection. There is no action required of this
Committee because we had taken prior action on July 20 by moving the application
forward so--go ahead.
greemem

discussed
25 to 30 years
as a license.

IS

at

PONTANILLA: So they can corne
MR. COUCH: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Johnson.

9
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Because I believe what we had done we were kind of
waiting, you know, holding things in abeyance, was a committee report generated
and ... because I don't believe this came to the full Council yet is that correct?
CHAIR MATEO: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So when we take whatever ... I guess we took the
action last time, but the committee report was not transmitted.
CHAIR MATEO: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So once the committee report is transmitted then it would
come on the Council's agenda and it only requires one reading.
CHAIR MATEO: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: All right. Thank you.

HHS-16

ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER TRAINING (MISC.)

CHAIR MATEO: Additional questions for Administration, Corp. Counsel? Okay, thank you
very much Members. We're gonna move on to the second and final item on our agenda
this morning, HHS-16, Animal Control Officer Training. Members, if you recall there
was a proviso in the '06 budget that required 125 hours of police recruit training for two
years totaling 250 hours per animal control person. The proviso was removed because
after discussion with the, with the Humane Society there were just not enough classes
available to provide the required training. We've asked Aimee Anderson to come on
down to
and
status of
obstacles

ANDERSON: Good morning,
you. Good morning,
been awhile. Obviously I've been asked to speak on behalf of Jocelyn Bouchard. She's
on Oahu today so bare with me. May I make a bit of a correction to your earlier
statement if I can.
CHAIR MATEO: Go right ahead.
MS. ANDERSON: There are a couple dynamics as far as the training ... how the training
progresses, and the two dynamics are, one, we are subject to when they have recruit
training through MPD.
10
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CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh.
MS. ANDERSON: And that obviously is not always continuous so we have to go by their class
schedule. It's not a lack of classes, but it is within ... we have to work within their time
frame on classes. The second dynamic is my having enough officers leftover to provide
essential services ... our daily duties. So I think when this 250 hour requirement was
first proposed, it's an excellent idea, and actually we're all, you know, we're completely
in agreement to it. The issue is the way it was originally proposed is that I would have
to ... in order to meet the time line I would have to have all my officers in class and that
clearly is not going to work. So we are progressing along. I have a couple officers who
have completed actually all of the 250 hours. However, one of them after 15 years of
being employed with us has now left us so ... we also had another officer this year leave
us to go to MPD so I'm two short. And I have a new hire, and I'm just starting another
one that's starting next week. So it's ... that's kind of the balancing act.
Um . . . one of the questions, and understand I haven't had the opportunity to speak to
you folks about this too much, but one of the questions I'm gonna have for the Council
that needs to be clarified is I have an officer that's employed with us that actually
graduated from MPD. And before he went into the field as a fulltime officer he quit and
came to work for us. So I'm assuming that his hours have certainly been completed
according to the requirements the County is asking of us, but I need to confirm that with
the Council. I also have another officer that's a State park ranger from Washington with
over 500 hours of law enforcement specific training through Washington State. I again
need to know if that's going to suffice to adhere to the requirements of the Council. So
these are some of the questions I've actually had and have not received an answer yet so I
would like to propose that.
Further the proviso was amended as you stated earlier, and I personally have not seen that
in writing yet, and
talking with Jocelyn Bouchard we have not
that
I would ask
maybe
we get
so we
on.
I ... also
me today,
I
folks
received
happy to ... I actually . . . my communication was a little bit miscommunicated. I
thought I was having a meeting with Mel this morning so I was on the fourth floor and
the elevator only one was working so that was interesting so I apologize for being late.
I have copies of all of the officers training up to date through August and that's the last
training that we had was through August. I had to pull officers off of this recruit school
because I'm two down, okay, but I have copies of all of the training thus far including
their previous training through Law Enforcement Training Institute, Hawaiian Humane
Investigator School, National Cruelty Schools--there's quite a bit that a lot of these
officers have previously had prior to these MPD training that we're now doing. If I make
11
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it would ... I don't know if you folks have seen these individual officers trammg
schedule or completions. Would it be all right with you if I leave that with the County
clerk and she could make copies if you folks want them?
CHAIR MATEO: Yes, please. We'll collect it from you when you're done. Thank you.
MS. ANDERSON: Okay. Great. Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, Members, addit. .. , questions for the testifier? The issue, the questions
that you have asked Staff had written them down.
MS. ANDERSON: Great.
CHAIR MATEO: We will follow up on them for you and we will be getting ... we'll provide
you with your response.
MS. ANDERSON: Wonderful.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
MS. ANDERSON: And in the meantime we're gonna just keep plugging along to get this done
'cause it's important (end of tape lA)
CHAIR MATEO: ... I wanted to ask you at this particular point, do you have any kind of
timetable based on a projection of when the hours, the training hours would be
completed? Because your constant ... I guess you're going through, you know, staff
changes at this particular point in time so is there any kind of timetable?
MS. ANDERSON: Yeah, that's
we had that ver. .. ,
amendment
I
I gave a basic timetable. However,
you
staff leave you're starting from scratch,
going through
process to
some ... a new
learned
not
Urn ... the goal, the 250 hour goal, provided everything goes along fine and with recruit
class 'cause recruit class is actually eight months long and not all of the classes of course
our ... my officers taking because quite frankly some of the classes aren't pertinent to
animal control whatsoever. I'm looking at per officer if they were starting from scratch
with the 250 hours ... a year and a half, possibly even two it just ... because it's
constantly going through ... I'm only sending one to two at a time, and if they leave then
I have to start again so I ... I don't wanna sound so vague about this, but it's rather
difficult to try to ascertain exactly when we can do this if I have staff rolling over and
recruit classes that sometimes they have them some parts of the year they don't. I would
12
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like to say within two years I'd like to have everybody at that 250 hours or less, two years
or less. I wish I could be more specific than that. I'm just having a difficult time because
it didn't quite go along as we planned either when we started this process.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Just for clarification, how many officers do you have?
MS. ANDERSON: When I am fully staffed I have seven fulltime animal control officers. I have
six now 'cause I just hired and I hired ... another one is starting on the 8th of November
and we'll be back up to seven again.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you. Members, questions for Aimee? Yeah, go ahead, Ms.
Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you, Aimee. Would it help ... because the proviso
was put in as a part of the budget process, would it help you that when we go through the
budget process again, you know, of course I can't say whether I'll be on the Councilor
not, but whatever is done through the budget process there's clarification given that at
least, you know, gives you some clear direction as to what timeline we're expecting, you
know, hours or at least if you're trying to work towards that, would that help you if that
proviso was actually made more descriptive?
MS. ANDERSON: It would. And understand I haven't actually seen the written proviso, but I
was advised of it and couple things I wanna clarify. Number one we're eager to comply
and that's the thing I think that makes me personally uncomfortable is when I need to
explain to you folks why something that you have asked us to do is not happening
because I don't want there to be an intimation that we're not in support of it and doing
everything diligently we can to comply because it's an excellent idea and it should be
done so I wanna clarify that. It would be helpful for there to be the understanding
writing I suppose that there may be conditions that occur that may ... to give us a
bit leeway complying
to these circumstances
the things that corne
I've
I
we're speaking
same U.".h .......b~
I

provisos they're very generic, just a
can go back
minutes to see what the purpose and intent for the proviso was, but basically I think that
that's something that perhaps our Budget Committee could do or maybe even I guess
how you receive your funds perhaps Administration could work with you and just at least
put some kind of a ... their own I guess rule or whatever in place as a part of the grant
that very clearly spells out what is expected of you-MS. ANDERSON: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --so that there's no questions whatsoever.
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MS. ANDERSON: Right. I think it actually was that ... when they initiated the proviso it had a
timeframe, and that's where we came into realizing once we put this into motion the
challenges that we are facing to comply with that timeframe, and that's why I believe we
needed to get the amendment is because we could not comply with the timeframe that
was put in the original proviso. So we need the ability to ... not have a, such a ... we
need a timeframe of course. I mean obviously you need to have some sort of timeline
here, but we also need the ability to tailor that based on staff shortages because obviously
I'm not going to sacrifice our basic services obviously to the public to comply. I mean I
don't wanna sound defiant but I think that's ... you know we cannot deny essential
services to our community either, and we could certainly do 250 hours in a one recruit
school with everybody but we'd have no animal control at all and that's ridiculous to
even contemplate that. But it would be a good idea I think now that we've gone through
this process and we know how this is working or not working that next budget period we
actually sit down with the powers that be when this budget is happening and work with
Housing and Human Concerns to say okay, let's look at this now that we know how it
works or doesn't work and, and what the problems have been and what the, the goals are
I think that would be helpful.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I appreciate that because sometimes there is language
that gives you a little bit of wiggle room 'cause I know we've added in as practicable-MS. ANDERSON: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --because sometimes just having that little bit of leeway in
there you know you have a purpose and intent but you also have enough wiggle room-MS. ANDERSON: Sure and ... yeah.
'-J...j~'H.u"L;","""

JOHNSON: --so

working towards

we

MS.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I

you. Thank you.

CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Aimee for being here. I was
calculating 250 hours. That's almost like 32 days of training. And if you're gonna send
one officer per training class, you know, one officer is out for 32 days. Do you have like
say critical training that is required that can be concentrated on so that you get that thing
cleared away and then just move forward on a schedule that would, you know, take care
of the critical needs and then the one's that not so critical, you know, you schedule
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officers that way and, you know, to get seven officers in two and a half years, you know,
I was with the phone company. Sometimes it takes us five years just to train one good
employee. So do you have like critical training that is required for these officers?
MS. ANDERSON: Yes. And let me clarify something, because we are a private nonprofit and
we carry our insurances, we not insured the County as you all know. My first and
foremost concern as the Director of Animal Control is to, one, get our job done, do it
well, and not expose ourselves to unnecessary liability because we're doing law
enforcement, and we are held to the same standard as a police officer. There's absolute
concentration in-house training regardless of this 250 hours, that's an additional bonus,
concentrating on Constitutional Law, Civil Liabilities, okay, Search and Seizure, Laws of
Arrest, Rules of Evidence--all the things that MPD has to be trained in as well because
these are issues that not only can get you sued, you can lose cases in court, we . . .
nobody wants to do that and we don't have the liberty of being self-insured so we need to
be very cognizant of liability exposure and also being held to the standards of a
professional law enforcement officer, and that's what I've been working very hard for 18
years now to try to attain with my department. I wanna get away from the dog catcher,
and I really think that this community is starting to see animal control as true law
enforcement and that's because of our efforts to do that kind of critical training. I mean
certainly we have training in the area of animal handling and, and capturing and restraint
in all of our duties, but on a broader level we really do concentrate on doing
investigations properly, professionally, and within the law so we're not violating people's
constitutional rights.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So that's your struggle in regards to trying to train all seven
officers just to get' em trained is time constraint?
MS. ANDERSON: Yeah ... excuse me. It's a daunting task. When I give Council staff the
completed training schedules of the officers that we have I
I
you're gonna be surprised 'cause I
you folks
cruelty schools
of officers
classes
there's a
Constitutional Law,
Liabilities,
etcetera, etcetera, etcetera. Okay. So
those are critical areas, and the 250 hours is certainly beneficial. We do pick and choose
from MPD what is pertinent to us. For instance learning to write traffic citations is not
pertinent to animal control. It would be a complete of waste of time for officers to sit
through that class but ... I, the training schedule that I have for MPD also highlights the
classes that we enroll in and that shows that they are pertinent to what we do.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional questions for Ms. Anderson? Go ahead, Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: There is a copy in our binder of the proviso, but I think we
modified at least the proviso that I'm looking at says a minimum of 125 hours of training.
MS. ANDERSON: There was a total ... Chair is correct, but there was a total I believe of 250
hours within a timeframe. I think it was 125 hours in ... I don't remember ... first year
or something to that effect. I'm, I'm not ... I don't recall off the top of my head ... and
then another 125 ... I do recall it was a total of 100 ... or I'm sorry 250 hours.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, well, we'll clarify that.
MS. ANDERSON: Okay, I appreciate that.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional, additional questions. Also, after you provide the
information to Staff if you can also immediately following the meeting meet with Staff.
She'll be able to provide you with some ofthe information (inaudible)-MS. ANDERSON: I appreciate that very much, thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, if there's no additional questions for us, thank you very much, Ms.
Anderson.
MS. ANDERSON: Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, at this particular time ifthere's no objections the Chair would like
to defer this item.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No objections.

discussion.

a

RECESS:
RECONVENE:

HHS-10

recess.

reconvene at

10:52 a.m.
11:11 a.m.

GRANT OF LICENSE OF COUNTY PROPERTY TO TRI-ISLE
RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL,
INC. (C.c. No. 05-311)
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CHAIR MATEO: (gavel) Meeting of the Housing and Human Services Committee for
November 2nd , 2006, will reconvene. Members, the Chair would like you to take a look
and we're gonna return to Housing and Human Services item 10. During ... right prior
to the recess we had a few minutes ago, Mr. Hokama had raised an issue on procedure in
terms of items retaining in Committee and Committee taking a position on it, a vote on it,
and then now the Committee . . . the committee report was never forwarded to the
Council. The question was whether or not the item can be suspended in Committee. So
in order for us to deal with the technicalities so there is no confusion on this particular
item and the actions of this particular Committee, the Chair would like the body to
consider a motion to reconsider the vote that was done by this Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So moved.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Member Johnson, and seconded by Member Pontanilla.
All those in favor of the motion to reconsider say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed? Thank you very much.

VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:

Co un cilm em ber Hokama, Johnson, Tavares,
Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Chair Mateo.
None.
None.
None.
None.

and

vote on
GRANT OF A LICENSE OF COUNTY
entitled "AUTHORIZING
REAL PROPERTY TO TRI-ISLE RESOURCE CONSERVATION
AND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, INC."

CHAIR MATEO: Members, at this time the Chair would like to recommend the adoption of the
revised proposed resolution and the filing of the communication.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
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CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Member Pontanilla, seconded by Member Johnson.
Members, all those in ... any discussion? All those in favor signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed? Thank you very much. Motion carried, motion carried.

VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:

Councilmember Hokama, Johnson,
Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Chair Mateo.
None.
None.
None.
None.

Tavares,

and

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

ADOPTION of revised proposed resolution;
communication.

and FILING

of

CHAIR MATEO: Members, thank you very much. Mr. Hokama, thank you for pointing it out
to the Chair. I appreciate the effort. Members, are there any announcements that you
wish to share with any of us? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's just that I have meeting this afternoon at 1:30 and it will
be dealing with an update on invasive species.
~~"'.AU""U Services

no more announcements or concerns,
nd
2 , 2006,

1:13 a.m.
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